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Skill Badges

PLM people access the skill quiz authoring tool from within the course map The 10 item slots are presented by default with no item type selected

Slides in and slowly pulsates to draw the user’s attention

Badge intro prompt displayed
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Access the “About Skill Badges” modal

Keywords related to the ideas assessed by the item; these keywords are displayed as bullet 
points in the feedback for assessments below 80% proficiency (badge not awarded)

“Complete“ meaning all the items have a prompt and responses

Validation Examples
Also see the Bootstrap documentation for forms: http://getbootstrap.com/css/#forms-control-validation

.alert-danger

Form validation occurs before the quiz is previewed or published. If errors are found, a user-
dismissible floating alert is displayed and the viewport is scrolled to the first error.

Professional Learning Maps

icn-form-caution.svg

Items that have been edited are marked as “Modified” and tallied in the top bar.A published, unmodified quiz

This warning is specific to a quiz that has never been published.

This message is specific to a quiz that is currently published or has been published at some point.

The Revert button only appears once the quiz has been modified

Redundant controls are provided at the bottom of the view to allow users to proceed without having to scroll back to the top of the quiz.

Every item must have at least one keyword

The message should only appear if the user has not claimed a badge. 
Ideally, after closing the message, the user can open it from a Help 
menu item, “How to Claim Badges”.

Open the “About Skill Badges” modal

http://getbootstrap.com/css/#forms-control-validation

